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Abstract. Assessment of the tourist attractiveness of a territory is an important analytical area in terms of identifying opportunities for development of regional tourism, as one of the most significant and promising sectors of the economy. This can be the basis for development of appropriate strategic regional programs. The existing scientific discussion in this area has contributed to emergence of a number of methodological approaches that can be used in practice. However, their critical analysis revealed a number of provisions, the improvement of which will make it possible to obtain more objective and relevant results, reflecting the possibility of the destination becoming an object of attraction for tourists. Firstly, the lack of a clear distinction between the categories of "tourist potential", which reflects the objective state of the resources of the territory, and "tourist attractiveness", which includes the estimated component of available resources from the perspective of a consumer of tourist services. This leads to the fact that the principle of the subjectivity of the assessment is practically not implemented, thus the possibility of focusing on market demands that is not fully used, which implies use of segmentation and positioning tools. Secondly, the results obtained using the methods offered by the scientific community are often distorted by the subjective perception of the researcher, which is associated with use of a large volume of expert assessments. Thirdly, from our point of view, the number of estimated variables, the number of which may approach 100, is not always justified. This, on the one hand, reduces the degree of influence of each of them on the result, and, therefore, the significance, and on the other hand, makes it difficult for the analyst to collect the necessary information. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop a methodology that eliminates these disadvantages. The offered author's development includes objective indicators that do not require involvement of experts in their assessment. The number of these indicators is limited and systematized by groups, in accordance with modern market demands: directly attracting tourists, ensuring the quality of stay and ensuring the availability of the territory. The relative form of the offered metrics shows the degree of difference in the selected variables of some territories in comparison with others, which in the future will make it possible to orient the tourism development in the region to target audiences whose needs can be satisfied by the resources available at the destination.
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1 Introduction

Tourism is the most important industry due to the inherent multiplier effect on development of the economy, both in the country as a whole and in individual regions. Development of this sector ensures diversification of the territory's economy, contributing to the positive dynamics of related industries. The regularity of the increase in the standard of population living in the regions where the tourist potential is effectively implemented is noted, which indicates the beneficial effect of this sphere on the general well-being of the population of the territory. Also, formation of tourist activity ensures the growth of additional jobs, and etc. It shall be noted that contribution of tourism to the world GDP by 2019 reached 10.4% [1]. For 38% of countries, tourism is the main source of income, and for 83% of countries, tourism is among the top five. In Russia, this indicator is significantly lower in 2019 at 3.9%, and although it tends to grow (increased by 0.9% since 2011) [1], it clearly lags behind the global average value. The underlying reason for this state of the tourism industry is the ineffective implementation of the existing tourism potential, which is objectively assessed quite high. There are clear prerequisites for obtaining a higher level of contribution of this industry to the economy of the country and regions, which, among other things, include the number of World Heritage sites (18 sites and 10th place in the world ranking) and UNESCO World Natural Heritage (11 sites and 4th place in the world ranking) [10].

It is worth noting that in the modern conditions of antiquated restrictions associated with international travel, special attention in the development of tourism shall be paid to measures to enhance internal tourist flows within regions and between regions. However, in order to implement this task, it is necessary to create an effective industry management system based on development of informed management decisions using high-quality information and analytical support. Such support will be created, inter alia, by a methodology for assessing the relative attractiveness of a territory, reflecting the current state of the existing tourist potential and the possibilities of tourism development based on its implementation in accordance with market demands. The developed author's methodology will make it possible to carry out a comparative assessment of the region attractiveness in the context of the identified key needs of the target audiences. An increase in tourist activity due to alignment of the existing tourist potential and consumer demands will improve the economic performance of the region and give an impetus to its development.

The problem of assessing the attractiveness of a tourist destination in the scientific reference has some coverage, a critical analysis of which made it possible to identify a number of patterns and presence of methodological gaps. Thus, a number of researchers, when offering to assess the tourist attractiveness of a territory, reduce it to an assessment of the tourist potential of a region, without assessing demand characteristics. Wherein, the list of indicators of tourist potential can be quite extensive, which creates a problem with obtaining the necessary information for conducting a study, and also reduces the significance of each indicator and the degree of its influence on the final result. Other researchers, on the contrary, rely solely on the results of the survey, without creating a methodological basis for carrying out this analytical work. The author's development is able to neutralize the specified disadvantages.

2 Methods

The paper uses the methods of system analysis, classification, comparison and modeling. In order to implement the choice of the most successful practices for developing approaches to assessing the tourist attractiveness of a territory, a comparison method was used. The system analysis made it possible to develop an approach to eliminating the problem of the lack of
information and analytical support in the field of regional tourism management by offering a methodology for the relative assessment of the region attractiveness. The modeling method made it possible to identify the constituent elements of the factors that form the destination attractiveness. The classification method made it possible to systematize the studied methods of assessing the tourist potential according to the "basis of the methodological approach".

The tourist attractiveness of a region is a combination of its objective and subjective characteristics, material and intangible factors that affect the results of tourism activities and determine the position of the region for tourists and subjects of tourism activities, which includes the resource and infrastructure potential of tourism activities and the social and institutional risks of its implementation on this territory [3]. Unlike attractiveness, tourism potential is an objective category, since its size and the value of its qualities are assessed regardless of specific needs. Tourist potential is a spatio-temporal combination of natural, public and natural-public resources, reserves and opportunities for arranging and carrying out the tourist activities [4].

Wherein, the category potential has a dynamic character from the point of view of its assessment, which is reflected in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1: Components of the concept of "potential" [3].](image)

The relationship between the categories "tourist potential" and "tourist attractiveness" is shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2: Correlation of categories "tourist potential" and "tourist attractiveness" Source: [Compiled by the authors].](image)
Despite the obvious difference in the definition of the essence of these categories, there is also a clear relationship between them. It is the existing potential of the destination that can and shall become the basis for formation of the region attractiveness the field of tourism. It is not surprising that the territory attractiveness is often offered to be assessed using the same factors as the tourist potential. In addition, it shall be noted that, in many respects, researchers dealing with the problem of assessing the recreational attractiveness of the territory reduce its analysis to the study of tourist potential, which also gives reason to include this analytical direction in the range of methods under consideration.

A critical analysis of the existing methods made it possible to form a classification of approaches and assess the possibilities of their application in practice to obtain initial data in order to make management decisions in the field of increasing the attractiveness of the tourism industry in the region. The results of the analysis are provided in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Classification of methodological approaches for assessing the tourist attractiveness of the region/territory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodological approach</th>
<th>Author’s interpretation</th>
<th>Identified shortcomings of the author’s approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Calculation of the integral indicator | **Yu.D. Schmidt, E.I. Yuvanen [7]**  
It is the formation of 4 groups of factors – transport accessibility, recreational and tourist infrastructure, natural and ecological attractiveness, the level of socio-economic development of the territory – which, with the help of expert assessments, were ranked and evaluated on the basis of statistical information. | Does not consider the attractiveness of the territory from the point of view of individual target audiences and their subjective assessment. Use of expert judgment can distort the result obtained. |
|                         | **A.N. Dunets, E.P. Krupochkin, A.A. Teltsova [12]**  
Structuring the elements of the recreational and tourist potential in three blocks (thematic sections): natural conditions and resources, cultural and historical factors, socio-economic factors. To assess them, absolute (primary) and relative (secondary) indicators are offered, on the basis of which a cartographic GIS model is built. | Does not consider the attractiveness of the territory from the point of view of individual target audiences and their subjective assessment. Use of expert judgment can distort the result obtained. |
|                         | **M.V. Gudkovskikh [11]**  
Using the balance approach (method), it is the formation of the income part of the balance due to the blocks of natural factors, historical, cultural, socio-economic, tourist, as well as the expense one – due to unfavorable factors and the ecological situation. Each block consists of interrelated indicators, the assessment of which is carried out in an expert way, by assigning points. | The methodology is not focused on consumer needs.  
So, a priori, some characteristics are indicated as an advantage (for example, duration of the summer period, presence of a reservoir, and etc.), while they may not meet the goals and motives of the tourist (for example, a ski vacation). Use of expert judgment can distort the result obtained. |
Continuation of table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment using social methods (survey)</th>
<th>E.V. Frolova, E.E. Kabanova [9]</th>
<th>A survey of experts in the field of tourism and consumers made it possible to identify the main problems of development of the territory empirically.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative description of the tourist features of the region</td>
<td>I.S. Glebova [8]</td>
<td>The article provides a step-by-step process of managing the attractiveness of the territory (city) based on a qualitative analysis with elements of statistical data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of single indicators</td>
<td>E.I. Bogdanov [6]</td>
<td>According to the methodology, it is offered to distinguish between the following indicators: a) the total volume of resources of the tourist potential; b) the size of the tourist potential; c) indicator of tourist potential implementation. A quantitative expression of the potential can be a certain number of tourists accommodated in a certain territory without harming the environment, population, cultural and historical sites, the quality of recreation, as well as development of other sectors of the economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.I. Kulakova, V.A. Osipov [13]</td>
<td>The main factors are highlighted: historical and cultural potential, infrastructural potential, potential of specially protected natural areas, potential of natural conditions. On their basis, relative indicators are formed, comparing the result of assessing a certain territory with the maximum possible value of a given region. The method considers the parameter of the territorial distance of the evaluated objects (localization factor, distance correction factor).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.G. Mamraeva, L.V. Tashenova [5]</td>
<td>4 subpotentials are distinguished: natural conditions and resources, cultural and historical resources, provision of tourist infrastructure, information security of tourism, as well as limiting factors that reflect the risks of a tourist in the city. In total, 97 parameters were identified in all blocks, which the authors considered as the most significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scores are used to a large extent, and although scales are set to determine them, there is nevertheless an element of subjectivity. The methodology is not focused on consumer needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The excessive number of parameters makes it difficult to use the methodology. In addition, influence of each hotel indicator in this case is insignificant on the final result, at the level of error. Also, the methodology is not focused on consumer needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Does not consider the attractiveness of the territory from the point of view of individual target audiences and their subjective assessment. The ability of the territory to accommodate a certain number of tourists does not mean the actual implementation of this value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.A. Zagumennaya [14]</td>
<td>The study approach is based on the study of types of tourism and the possibility of their implementation in a certain tourist area due to the existing quality characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absence of a specific assessment methodology reduces the possibility of a comparative assessment of the analyzed territories and makes it difficult to compare the study results. The degree of subjectivity is high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absence of a specific assessment methodology reduces the possibility of a comparative assessment of the analyzed territories and makes it difficult to compare the study results. The degree of subjectivity is high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of a universal methodology that would make it possible to use it for other regions. Resource intensity of the approach implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [Compiled by the authors].
The analysis of the author's developments in this area made it possible to draw the following conclusions:
- the calculation of the integral indicator is the most elaborated and frequently used approach, since it allows to quantitatively reflect the attractiveness of the territory and makes it possible to compare it with other regions. Wherein, in most cases, a similar algorithm for formation of the coefficient with some author's interpretation is offered;
- the above methods have a number of disadvantages, the key ones being the lack of their target orientation to the requests of individual segments of consumers of tourism services, as well as use of a significant list of assessed parameters (about 100) and a large amount of expert assessments, which reduces the relevance and objectivity of the results;
- the attractiveness of a destination is most often assessed by absolute indicators reflecting the actual state of climatic conditions, natural objects, the number of monuments, and etc., but they do not give an understanding of whether these characteristics of the tourist potential will really be objects of attraction for tourists.

The developed author's approach makes it possible to use a quantitative assessment of the attractiveness of a destination by calculating the author's indicator, but at the same time to level the indicated disadvantages.

3 Results

In an attempt to find the most effective way to integrate the territory into the system of internal tourist flows and increase their intensity, the main task is to identify the priority target audiences of consumers who would more easily and quickly respond to the activities being implemented, creating an impetus for further development of the tourism industry in the region.

Using the principle of focusing on the preferences of target segments in the methodology, we will use the following hypotheses:
- the main request of a tourist in meeting recreational needs is to change the usual environment and get new impressions;
- the choice of a tourist destination will depend on the formed motives of the representatives of the target audiences, therefore, the assessment of its attractiveness will differ in accordance with the characteristics of consumers.

The first thesis is based on a study [10], which demonstrated that the expectations of tourists are often associated with a request for a new emotional experience, with the desire to be in an unfamiliar environment for a vacation. It shall be noted that, according to the analysis of the opinions of consumers of tourism services, the unique intangible culture of the regions — music, cooking, dance, traditions, language, religion, crafts — ranks third in importance in terms of the region attractiveness after the natural and infrastructural potential [10], which is clearly underestimated in modern approaches to tourism development. Moreover, in terms of a positive assessment of the experience gained, intangible heritage ranks second after the natural component. Therefore, even the destinations, in the territories of which there are no significant cultural and historical sites, have the opportunity to attract tourist flows through development of natural potential, as well as by providing the opportunity to get new impressions, experiences and sensations. It shall be noted that many regions located in the European part of Russia — the most accessible for domestic tourism and rich in historical and cultural monuments — turned out to be not very popular with Russians. Among them, for example, Ivanovo, Novgorod, Pskov, Astrakhan, Orenburg, Saratov regions [10]. Therefore, even such regions, which were traditionally considered attractive for tourists, today shall rethink the concept of the offered tourist product.

The second thesis was formulated on the basis of an analysis of the possible motives of a tourist and the assumption that for different target audiences the priority and significance of
The existing types of tourist potential of the territory will be different. Therefore, the authors of the article do not agree with the position of some researchers, who a priori determine the attractiveness of some tourist areas as unsatisfactory, and the territories themselves are unpromising for development of the tourism sector. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the existing requests of the Russian tourists and offer a product that meets their expectations, forming the specialization of the area.

We offer to systematize indicators of tourist potential into the following 3 groups: directly attracting tourists, ensuring the quality of stay and ensuring accessibility, and then, on their basis, assess the relative attractiveness of territories for tourists.

Attraction factors are the main driving force of tourist flows, which ensures the desire to visit a tourist location. Among the factors that directly attract tourists, we will include the following:

1) natural factors:
   - average temperature (summer/winter);
   - the type of landscape and the variety of relief, the contrast of the landscape;
   - the share of the area of special territories in the region;
   - the uniqueness of the biosphere.

2) historical and cultural factors:
   - the presence of distinctive nationalities, possibly with a pronounced reservation effect, that have preserved a unique cultural code;
   - social activity (festivals, fairs, holidays, and etc.);
   - the number and degree of localization of objects of cultural and historical heritage;
   - the historical value of the placed objects.

The factors providing a comfortable stay, according to the authors' logic, are not objects of attraction in themselves, but contribute to formation of the general impression of the tourist about the attractiveness of the destination. Among the factors that ensure the quality of stay, we will include:

1) accommodation infrastructure:
   - the level of occupancy of hotels;
   - provision of tourist flows with room stock;

2) general infrastructure:
   - public catering turnover;
   - retail trade turnover;

3) additional tourist services:
   - travel agency services;
   - guide services;
   - transfer.

The factors ensuring accessibility are also not an object of attraction, but they are critically important from the point of view of the possibility of visiting a tourist location. These include:

1) transport infrastructure:
   - the density of transport routes;
   - the number of types of transport;

2) communication:
   - availability of mobile communications;
   - availability of the Internet;

3) attitude towards tourists.

The offered structure and content of factors is the basis for formation of specific indicators by which a comparative assessment of the attractiveness of territories for tourists will be made. For each indicator from the group of attracting factors, the result obtained...
relative to the studied area will be compared by objects for comparison according to the formula:

$$K_{ОПП} = \sum_{z=1}^{n} \frac{n_{\Pi zj}}{n_{\Pi zj}}$$, where

- $K_{ОПП}$ - the coefficient of relative attractiveness by attracting factors;
- $n_{\Pi zj}$ - the value of the attractiveness of the studied region in terms of attracting factors in terms of $z$;
- $n_{\Pi zj}$ - the value of the attractiveness of the region, which is the base for comparison, by attracting factors in terms of $z$;
- $n$ is the number of indicators by attracting factors.

For the factors that ensure the quality of stay and ensure accessibility, the reference value of the indicator will serve as the basis for comparison, since the perception of them by the tourist is assessed in terms of an acceptable level of comfort. Therefore, the following formulas will be used:

$$K_{ОПО} = \sum_{z=1}^{n} \frac{n_{\Pi ozj}}{n_{\Pi ozj}}$$, where

- $K_{ОПО}$ - the coefficient of relative attractiveness of factors providing quality of stay;
- $n_{\Pi ozj}$ - the value of the attractiveness of the factors providing the quality of stay in the studied region according to the criterion $z$;
- $n_{\Pi ozj}$ - the reference value of the factors ensuring the quality of stay according to $z$ criterion;
- $n$ is the number of indicators for the factors ensuring the quality of stay.

$$K_{ОПД} = \sum_{z=1}^{n} \frac{n_{\Pi dzj}}{n_{\Pi dzj}}$$, where

- $K_{ОПД}$ - the coefficient of the relative attractiveness of the factors providing the availability;
- $n_{\Pi dzj}$ - the value of the attractiveness of the factors providing the availability of the studied region according to $z$ criterion;
- $n_{\Pi dzj}$ - the reference value of the factors ensuring the availability according to $z$ criterion;
- $n$ is the number of indicators for factors providing accessibility.

It is offered to form an integral indicator of the region's relative attractiveness using the following formula:

$$I_i = K_{ОПП} + K_{ОПО} + K_{ОПД}$$

Therefore, use of the offered author's methodology makes it possible to obtain an integrated assessment of the relative attractiveness of the territory, which will make it possible to predict the likelihood of tourists visiting it in comparison with other selected destinations.

### 4 Discussion

The formulated approach to development of a monitoring model has a significant advantage over analogues, the analysis of which was provided in detail in Table 1. The fundamental difference between the offered approach to assessing the attractiveness of a tourist destination lies in formation of a system of relative indicators that clearly demonstrate the differences in the selected parameters in comparison with the territories selected for analysis. The formed system of metrics aims to emphasize the fact that territories with different natural conditions and unique cultural manifestations that will make it possible to get memorable travel impressions will be the most attractive for the consumer of tourist services. Therefore, the offered approach comes from different consumer needs in the field of domestic tourism. Wherein, the number of variables considered is not large, which makes each of them significant in the course of the assessment.

As a result, the local executive authority has data on the level of attractiveness of the territory for specific categories of tourists, which allows concentrating efforts on attracting
them to the region, effectively directing investment flows to development of problematic elements of the tourist potential in accordance with market demands.

5 Conclusion

As a result of the study, some gaps in the methodological support for assessing the attractiveness of tourist areas were identified. Namely, absence of the principle of subjectivity in the process of determining the level of this attractiveness was noted, which leads to ignoring the difference in the motivation and preferences of consumers of tourism services in the course of the analysis, and, therefore, limits the possibilities of promoting the destination. Also, in terms of the approaches considered, excessive use of expert assessments and a large number of parameters by which the tourist attractiveness of the region is assessed is noticed. The offered author's development is an attempt to neutralize these shortcomings by using a limited number of the most significant assessment parameters that have an objective characteristic. The relative form of their accounting in the integral indicator reflects the difference in the actual state of this element of the attractiveness of the location in comparison with the territories selected for comparison, which gives the basis to formation of programs for development of regional tourism considering the demand of consumers for an estimate of the usual situation and obtaining new impressions. Therefore, it becomes possible to develop tourism in territories that have traditionally become unpromising in this regard. This provides opportunities for new conceptual understanding from the point of view of the management of the regional tourism industry.
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